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The film's predecessor, Maan Gaye (2008), was a
critical and commercial success, with the Hindi version

remade in Tamil as Mulberry (2009), in Telugu as
Markaa (2010), and in Bengali as Antaheen (2010).

Main Hoon Janam-Ko-Aan 2 Trailer. Watch Maan Gaye
Mughall-E-Azam Official Trailer. Gulshan Grover,

Soumitra Chatterjee, Paras Chatterjee, Sheetal Sharma
and Biswajit Chakraborty are seen in this trailer. Maan

Gaye Mughal-e-Azam is a Indian Hindi comedy film
directed by Kabir Khan, and produced by Pritish
Nandy. This movie stars Akshay Kumar, Mallika
Sherawat, Arjun Rampal, Om Puri and Danny

Denzongpa. The film marks the acting debuts of actors
Amitabh Bachchan and Om Puri. The film is a remake
of the 2008 Bollywood film Maan Gaye. Maan Gaye
Mughal-e-Azam and its come to full movie with 100

minutes plus running time are in Telugu. . The movie
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features Prithviraj in an emotional role along with his
real life husband, Rashmikant Mandrekar. Kucch Luv
Jaisaa Full Video Song. Maan Gaye Mughal-e-Azam
Starring Prithviraj,Asha Rani Movie Vcd Video Song

Highquality WEB Download 720p, 480p, mp4,.
Download, Watch Maan Gaye Mughal-E-Azam Online in

HD. Enjoy Maan Gaye Mughal-E-Azam streaming. .
Maan Gaye Mughal-e-Azam movie VCD, DVD & BluRay
available for free downloading at CUC.com Maan Gaye

Mughal-e-Azam Movie Review & Showtimes: Find
details of Maan. movie review, trailer, teaser, full video
songs, showtimes and cast. . The film was released on
15 August 2011 ( Indian Independence day ) . Maan

Gaye Mughal-e-Azam, Jhankaar Beats, Kucch Luv
Jaisaa, Dil Dhadakne Do, Chameli and Shaurya. He also

played the antagonist in the Tamil thriller.
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he is likewise very well-known for his works in the
second half of the 1990s, which include the bengali

films mr. and mrs. iyer, kalpurush, anuranan,
antaheen, laptop computer and the japanese partner.
he has also appeared in hindi films such as pyaar ke
side effects, maan gaye mughal-e-azam, jhankaar
beats, kucch luv jaisaa, chameli and shaurya. he

additionally portrayed the antagonist in the 2013 tamil-
hindi film vishwaroopam alongside kamal haasan. he

additionally acted in a few of the parallel cinema
movies like english, august and mr. iyer. he was also

designated the superstar of indian arthouse cinema by
time magazine while the express tribune designated

him as the sean penn of oriental cinema for his work in
parallel cinema movies like english, august and mr.

the first screen adaptation was produced in the silent
era. two films were released in 1928, loves of a

mughal prince and anarkali. while loves of a mughal
prince, featuring seeta devi as anarkali, was produced
by the great eastern film corporation and directed by
charu roy and prafulla roy, anarkali was directed by rs

choudhury and produced by the imperial film
company. it starred indias leading star at the time,

sulochana (real name ruby myers). anarkali was one of
imperials biggest successes, and is considered one of
sulochanas best-known movies. she appeared in two
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more anarkali films, the first of which was a profit-
spinning talkie version in 1935 and directed once

again by choudhury. 5ec8ef588b
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